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January 2001

1/4 CEA lunch
1/5 Sen. Baucus breakfast
   Sec. Summers meeting
1/9 Sen. Hagel breakfast
1/10 Cong. Oxley breakfast
   Sec. Summers lunch
1/11 Treasury reception
1/12 VP Cheney lunch
1/16 CEA reception
1/18 Sec. Summers lunch
1/23 Arthur Levitt (SEC) breakfast
1/24 Sen. Domenici meeting
1/25 Senate testimony

February 2001

2/1 Sec.
   O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast
   CEA lunch
2/2 L. Lindsey (WH) lunch
2/5 White House lunch
2/6 Sen. Hutchinson breakfast
   Sen. Carper tele. call
2/7 Sen. Schumer breakfast
2/8 Sens. Graham, Corzine

2001

meeting
Sec. O’Neill lunch

2/12 Sen. Bennett lunch
2/13 Senate testimony
2/14 Cong. LaFalce breakfast
   Cong. King meeting
2/15 Sec. O’Neill breakfast
2/22 L. Lindsey (WH) lunch
2/23 Sec. O’Neill meeting
2/26 Nat’l Govs Association
2/28 House testimony

March 2001

3/1 Congressional group
   breakfast
   Cong. Tauscher tele. call
3/2 House testimony
3/5 Sen. Edwards lunch
3/8 L. Lindsey (WH) lunch
3/9 Sec. O’Neill lunch
3/12 Cong. Houghton tele. call
3/13 Sen. Voinovich breakfast
3/14 Amb. Zoellick lunch
3/15 Sec. O’Neill breakfast
3/19 L. Lindsey (WH) meeting
3/22 Sec. O’Neill breakfast
3/23 Justice Breyer lunch
3/27 Sec. Rumsfeld lunch
   Sen. Schumer meeting
3/28 L. Lindsey(WH) lunch
3/29 Sec. O'Neill breakfast
   P. Fisher(Treas.) lunch
3/30 Sen. Baucus breakfast

April 2001
4/3 K. Dam(Treas.) meeting
4/4 Senate testimony
4/5 Sec. O'Neill breakfast
   CEA lunch
4/10 Sen. Hagel breakfast
   F. Raines(Fannie Mae) meeting
4/11 L. Lindsey(WH) lunch
4/13 Sec. O'Neill breakfast
4/17 Sec. O'Neill breakfast
   VP Cheney meeting
   S. Fischer(IMF) meeting
4/19 Sec. Evans lunch
4/24 Sec. Abraham lunch
4/25 Sec. O'Neill breakfast
   L. Lindsey(WH) lunch
4/28 G-7 meeting

May 2001
5/1 Sec. O'Neill breakfast
5/3 CEA lunch
5/4 Cheney, O'Neill breakfast
5/9 L. Lindsey(WH) breakfast
5/16 Cheney meeting
5/17 Sec. O'Neill breakfast
   Sen. Domenici lunch
5/23 Sec. O'Neill breakfast
5/29 L. Lindsey(WH) lunch
5/30 J. Hawke(Compt) breakfast

June 2001
6/1 Sec. O'Neill breakfast
6/5 Sec. Evans lunch
6/6 J. Taylor(Treas.) breakfast
6/12 Sen. Hutchinson breakfast
   World Bank/IMF meeting
   P. Fisher(Treas.) meeting
6/13 L. Lindsey(WH) lunch
6/15 Sec. O'Neill breakfast
6/20 Dept. Labor speech
   Senate testimony
   D. Crippen(CBO) meeting
6/21 Sec. O'Neill breakfast
6/29 Sec. O'Neill breakfast

July 2001
7/5 O'Neill (Treas.) breakfast
   Lindsey (WH) lunch
   Senator Evan Bayh meeting
7/13 Senator Frist breakfast
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July 2001
7/5 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast Lindsey (WH) lunch Senator Evan Bayh meeting
7/13 Senator Fritz breakfast
7/18 House testimony
7/20 Lindsey (WH) lunch
7/24 Senate testimony
7/30 Senator Hagel breakfast White House lunch

August 2001
8/2 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast CEA lunch
8/3 Senator Hutchison breakfast White House meeting
8/9 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast
8/16 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast
8/20 Lindsey (WH) lunch

September 2001
9/5 Lindsey (WH) lunch
9/6 CEA lunch
9/7 Evans (Commerce) lunch
9/17 Senator Gramm lunch Evans (Commerce) meeting
9/18 Cong. Houghton tele. call
9/19 Congressional meeting
9/20 Senate testimony
9/21 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast
9/25 Senate testimony
9/26 Lindsey (WH) lunch
9/27 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast

October 2001
10/3 Powell (FDIC) meeting Congressional meeting
10/4 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast CEA lunch
10/5 Senator Voinovich breakfast Lindsey (WH) lunch
10/6 G-7 meeting
10/9 Amb. Zoellick lunch
10/10 Rumsfeld (Defence) lunch
10/12 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast
10/16 Powell (FDIC) breakfast
10/17 Joint Eco. Comm. testimony
10/18 O’Neill (Treas.) meeting
10/19 Senator Hagel breakfast
10/26 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast Lindsey (WH) lunch

November 2001
11/7 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast Lindsey (WH) lunch
11/8 Rumsfeld (Defence) lunch
11/15 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast
11/17 G-20 meeting
11/20 Lindsey (WH) lunch
11/21 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast
11/30 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast

December 2001

12/6 O’Neill (Treas.) breakfast
12/10 Kennedy-Townsend (Lt.Gov.MD)
12/12 Lindsey (WH) lunch
12/13 Cong. Oxley meeting
12/21 A. Card (WH) lunch
   White House meeting
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